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Abstract

In [2], it is shown that, for some Hecke groups, unlike the

modular group, two definitions of the principal congruence sub-

groups may not coincide and congruence and principal congruence

subgroups of two important Hecke groups H(
√

m), for m = 2 or 3,

are classified and the quotients of H(
√

m) with these normal sub-

groups are given. Here we obtain a classification of the congruence

subgroups obtained as the kernel of reduction homomorphism for

another important Hecke group H(λ5) and also obtain the quo-

tient groups. Finally the indices and abstract group structure of

all these subgroups are determined.

1. Introduction

Hecke groups H(λq) are discrete subgroups of isometries of the upper

half plane U generated by two elements

R(z) = −1

z
and S(z) = − 1

z + λq

of order 2 and q, respectively, where λq = 2cos π
q , q ∈ N, q > 3 . For q = 3,

we obtain the most popular discrete group named modular group. For q = 4
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or 6, we obtain two Hecke groups H(
√
2) and H(

√
3). These two groups

appear in the study of Dirichlet series, modular forms, Kloosterman sums

etc., and their normal subgroups of small index are given in [2].

H(λ5) is the fourth important Hecke group. Its elements are classified

in a different way than the above Hecke groups by means of the continued

fractions. Its subgroups are also studied and classified in [2] and [6]. Because

λ5 is also known as the golden ratio, this group appear in the related fields

where this number plays an important role.

In this work, we classify the congruence and principal congruence sub-

groups of H(λ5). The principal congruence subgroups of level p of H(λ5) are

defined in [2], as

Γp(λ5) = {T ∈ H(λ5) : T ≡ ±I (mod p)}

=

{(

a bλ5

cλ5 d

)

: a ≡ d ≡ ±1, b ≡ c ≡ 0 (mod p), ad− 5bc = 1

}

for prime p. (There are many algebraic problems in defining these subgroups

for any non-prime level n ∈ N.) Γp(λ5) is always normal in H(λ5).

Congruence subgroups are possibly the most interesting ones amongst

the infinitely many normal subgroups of H(λ5).

For q = 5, we have λ = λ5 = 1+
√
5

2 , the golden ratio, as a root of the

minimal polynomial x2 − x− 1 = 0. Because of λ2 = λ+1, every element of

Q(λ) is linear in λ, i.e. has the form aλ+ b, a, b ∈ Q. Therefore all entries

of the matrices of H(λ5) will have a form aλ+ b, a, b ∈ Z.

We know that H(λ5) is generated by the elements corresponding, in

usual way, to the matrices

R =

(

0 −1

1 0

)

, S =

(

0 −1

1 λ5

)

,

satisfying the relations

R2 = S5 = I.

Let us now reduce all elements of H(λ5)mod p, for a prime p. In this way

we obtain a homomorphism of H(λ5) to H(λ5)/Kp,u(λ5), where Kp,u(λ5)

denotes the kernel of this homomorphism mod p, and u is a root of the
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minimal polynomial of λ5 mod p. Under this homomorphism R,S and T are

mapped to rp, sp and tp. Then H(λ5)/Kp,u(λ5) is a homomorphic image of

〈

rp, sp : r
2
p = s5p = tpp = I, tp = rpsp

〉

.

Let us discuss the possibilities. First we have three exceptional cases:

Case 1. p = 2. In this case the polynomial equation x2 − x− 1 = 0 has

no solution in GF (2) = Z2 = {0, 1}. Therefore we extend Z2 by adding a

root u of the quadratic equation x2+x+1 = 0. Then Z2[u] = {0, 1, u, 1+u}.
It is easy to see that in H(λ5)/K2,u(λ5) we have the relations

r22 = s52 = t22 = I,

which implies that this quotient is isomorphic to the dihedral group D5.

Case 2. p = 3. In that case r3, s3, t3 satisfy the relations

r23 = s53 = t23 = I,

that is H(λ5)/K3,u(λ5) is isomorphic to A5.

Case 3. p = 5. Now
√
5 can be thought of as equal to 0 ∈ GF (5).

Therefore λ5 ≡ 1
2 ≡ 3 (mod 5). As 3 ∈ GF (5), there is a homomorphism of

H(λ5) to PSL(2, 5). Then we have the relations

r25 = s55 = t55 = I

in H(λ5)/K5,3(λ5). Therefore H(λ5)/K5,3(λ5) is isomorphic to a finite quo-

tient of the infinite triangle group (2, 5, 5). Now

r5t
2
5 ≡

(

0 −1

1 1

)

(mod 5).

Let u5 = t25. Since tr(r5u5) = 1, r5u5 is of order 3. Then H(λ5)/K5,3(λ5) has

a presentation

〈

r5, u5 : r
2
5 = u55 = (r5u5)

3 = I
〉

,
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that is H(λ5)/K5,3(λ5) is a (2, 3, 5)-group, i.e. it is isomorphic to the alter-

nating group A5.

2. General Case And Macbeath’s Results

From now on we let p > 7 be a prime. Then we have two cases according

to p ≡ ±1 (mod 10) or not. To obtain the quotients of H(λ5) with the

congruence subgroups Kp,u(λ5), we first recall some results of Macbeath [4].

Let k = GF (pn)- a field with pn elements and k1 be its unique quadratic

extension. Let G0 = SL(2, k) and G = PSL(2, k) so that G ≅ G0/{±I}. We

shall also consider the subgroup G1 of SL(2, k1) consisting of the matrices of

the form

(

a b

bq aq

)

where a, b ∈ k1 and aq+1− bq+1 = 1. Macbeath classifies

the G0-triples (A,B,C), C = (AB)−1, of elements of G0 finding out what

kind of subgroup they generate. The ordered triple of the traces of the

elements of the G0 triple (A,B,C) will be a k-triple (α, β, γ). Also to each

G0-triple (A,B,C) there is an associated N -triple (l,m, n), where l,m, n are

the orders of A,B and C in G.

Macbeath first considers the G0-triples and then using the natural ho-

momorphism φ : G0 → G passes to the G-triples in the following way:

If H is a subgroup generated by φ(A), φ(B) and φ(C), we shall say, by

slight abuse of language, that H is the subgroup generated by the G0-triple

(A,B,C).

In the H(
√
m) case, we have A = rp, B = sp and C = tp, where rp, sp

and tp denote the images of R,S and T, respectively, under the homomor-

phism ϕ∗
p reducing all elements of H(

√
m) modulo p. Hence the correspond-

ing k-triple is (0, u, 2), where u is a root of the minimal polynomial P (
√
m)

in GF (p) or in a suitable extension field. Also the corresponding N -triple

is (2, q, n), where n is the level (i.e. the least positive integer so that T n

belongs to the subgroup) of normal subgroup.

Macbeath obtained three kinds of subgroups of G: affine, exceptional

and projective groups. We now consider them in connection with H(
√
m).

Let p > 2. A k-triple (α, β, γ) is called singular if the quadratic form

Qα,β,γ(ξ, η, ζ) = ξ2 + η2 + ζ2 + αηζ + βξζ + γξη
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is singular, i.e. if
∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

1 γ/2 β/2

γ/2 1 α/2

β/2 α/2 1

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

= 0.

Now consider the set of matrices of the form

(

a b

0 a−1

)

. They form

a subgroup G0. By mapping it to G with the natural homomorphism φ we

obtain a subgroup A1 of G. Now consider the set of matrices

(

t 0

0 tq

)

,

t ∈ k1, t
q+1 = 1 in G1, where k1 is a unique quadratic extension of k. This is

conjugate to a subgroup SL(2, k1). It is mapped, firstly by the isomorphism

from G1 to G0, and then by the natural homomorphism φ from G0 to G, to

a subgroup A2 of G. Any subgroup of a group conjugate, in G, to either A1

or A2 will be called an affine subgroup of G.

A G0-triple is called singular if the associated k−triple (α, β, γ) is sin-

gular. Any group associated with a singular G0-triple is an affine group.

We now restrict ourselves to the case k = GF (p), p prime.

For H(
√
m), the above determinant is equal to −m

4 and therefore van-

ishes only when m ≡ 0 (mod p). Therefore, it only vanishes when p = m.

The triples (2, 2, n), n ∈ N, (2, 3, 3), (2, 3, 4), (2, 3, 5) and (2, 5, 5) as

(2, 3, 5) is a homomorphic image of (2, 5, 5), which are the associated N -

triples of the finite triangle groups, are called the exceptional triples. The

exceptional groups are those which are isomorphic images of the finite trian-

gle groups. Therefore for H(
√
m), the only exceptional triples are obtained

for p = 2 and 3.

The final class of the subgroups of G is the class of the projective sub-

groups. It is known that there are two kinds of them: PSL(2, ks) and

PGL(2, ks), where ks < k, the latter containing the former with index two,

except for p = 2 where two groups are equal. The groups PSL(2, ks) for all

subfields of k, and whenever possible, the groups PGL(2, ks), together with

their conjugates in PGL(2, k) will be called projective subgroups of G.

Dickson, [4], proved that every subgroup of G is either affine, exceptional

or projective. Therefore the remaining thing to do is to determine which one

of these three kinds of subgroups is generated by the G0-triple (rp, sp, tp).
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We shall see that in most cases it is a projective group, and our problem

will be to determine this subgroup. In doing this, we shall make use of the

following results of Macbeath.

Theorem 2.1. A G0-triple which is neither singular nor exceptional

generates a projective subgroup of G.

Theorem 2.2. If a G0-triple generates a projective subgroup of G,

then it generates either a subgroup isomorphic to PSL(2, κ) or a subgroup

isomorphic to PGL(2, κ0), where κ is the smallest subfield of k containing

α, β and γ, and κ0 is a subfield, if any, of which, κ is a quadratic extension.

There are some k-triples which are neither exceptional nor singular.

These are called irregular by Macbeath, i.e. a k-triple is called irregular

if the subfield generated by its elements, say κ, is a quadratic extension of

another subfield κ0, and if one of the elements of the triple lies in κ0 while

the others are both square roots in κ of non-squares in κ0, or zero. Then we

have

Theorem 2.3. A G0-triple which is neither singular, exceptional nor

irregular generates in G a projective group isomorphic to PSL(2, κ), where

κ is the subfield generated by the traces of its matrices.

We now consider the last two cases in the light of Macbeath
′

s results:

Case 4. If 5 is a square mod p, i.e.

(

5

p

)

= 1, i.e. if p ≡ ±1 (mod 10),

then
√
5 can be considered in GF (p). In fact as the minimal polynomial of λ5

is quadratic, there are two values u and v of λ5 mod p. Hence the elements

rp, sp and tp would belong to PSL(2, p). Then we have two homomorphisms:

θi : H(λ5) → PSL(2, p), i = 1, 2

induced by λ5 → u and λ5 → v. Since (rp, sp, tp) is neither exceptional nor

singular, by Theorem 2.2., it generates PSL(2, p). Therefore H(λ5) has two

normal congruence subgroups Kp,u(λ5) and Kp,v(λ5) for p ≡ ±1 (mod 10).

Example 2.1. Let p = 11. Then there are two candidates for λ5, 4 and

8 as λ5 = 1+
√
5

2 ≡ 1+
√
49

2 = 4 and λ5 = 1+
√
5

2 ≡ 1+
√
225

2 = 8 in mod11. Now
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consider ST 6. For λ5 → 4, ST 6 is of order 6 and for λ5 → 8, it is of order 3.

Therefore there are two different kernels K11,4(λ5) and K11,8(λ5).

Case 5. Finally let p ≡ ±3 (mod 10) and p 6= 3. That is, p is such

that 5 is not a square mod p. In this case
√
5 can not be considered as an

element of GF (p). Hence we extend it to GF (p2) as the degree of the minimal

polynomial is 2. Then
√
5 can be considered in GF (p2) and then we have a

homomorphism

θ
′

: H(λ5) → PSL(2, p2).

since p > 7, the G0-triple (rp, sp, tp) is neither exceptional nor singular.

Hence by Theorem 2.1., it generates a projective subgroup of PSL(2, p2). By

Theorem 2.2., it is either PSL(2, p2) or PGL(2, p). In this case we must con-

sider the irregularity of the corresponding k-triple which is (0, u, 2), where

λ5 ≡ u in GF (p2). Therefore Theorem 2.3. implies that

H(λ5)/Kp,u(λ5) ≅ PSL(2, p2).

As a result of the five cases investigated above, we have the following:

Theorem 2.4. The quotient groups of the Hecke group H(λ5) by its

principal congruence subgroups Kp,u(λ5) are as follows:

H(λ5)/Kp,u(λ5) ≅



















PSL(2, p) if p ≡ ±1 (mod 10),

PSL(2, p2) if p ≡ ±3 (mod 10) and p 6= 3,

D5 if p = 2,

A5 if p = 3, 5.

3. Abstract Group Structure of Congruence Subgroups Kp,u(λ5)

Now we want to determine the group theoretical structure of these ker-

nels. As we have the relations

r2p = s5p = I

in H(λ5)/Kp,u(λ5), all these groups are free. Also tpp = I implies that

Kp,u(λ5) is of level p. Now by the permutation method [6] and Riemann-

Hurwitz formula, we obtain the following result.
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Theorem 3.1. A congruence subgroup Kp,u(λ5) of H(λ5) is a free group

with signature

(1 +
µ

20
(3p − 10); ∞(µ/p))

depending only on the index µ of Kp,u(λ5) in H(λ5).

Example 3.1. K2,u(λ5) ≅ (0; ∞(5)), K3,u(λ5) ≅ (0; ∞(20)), K5,3(λ5) ≅

(4; ∞(12)). The first of these three kernels corresponds to a dihedron. The

second one corresponds to one of the five platonic solids called icosahedron,

which can be thought as a regular map of the type {3, 5}. Finally the third

one corresponds to a great dodecahedron, a regular map of the type {5, 5}.
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